Welcome to the Morgan Lewis Technology May-rathon
…Before We Begin
• Technical difficulties? Please contact WebEx Tech Support at +1.866.779.3239.
• Audio will remain quiet until we begin at 5pm MSK / 10am ET.
• You will hear sound through your computer speakers/headphones automatically.
Make sure your speakers are ON and UNMUTED.
• The Q&A tab is located near the bottom right hand side of your screen; choose “All
Panelists” before clicking “Send.”
• We will mention a code at some point during the presentation for attendees who
requested CLE. Please make note of that code, and insert it in the pop-up survey that
will appear in a new browser tab after you exit out of this webinar. You will receive a
Certificate of Attendance from our CLE team in approximately 30 to 45 days.
• For audio access to today’s presentation by telephone, please click the “phone” icon
below your name on the Participants Panel for teleconference information.
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Morgan Lewis Technology May-rathon
Thank you for joining Morgan Lewis as we present our 9th annual Technology Mayrathon.
This year we are offering over 30 in-person and virtual events related to the 21st
Century Workplace; Artificial Intelligence and Automation; Fintech, Global Commerce;
Medtech, Digital Health, and Life Sciences; Privacy, Cybersecurity, and Big Data; and
Regulating Tech.
A full listing and any recordings of our tech May-rathon events can be found via the link
on our front page at www.morganlewis.com
Please be sure to Tweet #TechMayRathon
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What we will discuss today
• Regulatory framework
• User agreements: where to start
• Privacy considerations
• Russian consumer protection laws
• Modification and termination of user agreements
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Regulatory Framework
• Russian law requirements for contracts
– Contracts between companies and individuals must be in writing
– 1 October 2019: new Civil Code rules on contracts concluded via electronic means
 reproduction of contract contents
 counterparty identification

• Will this work?
– registration with confirmation by email or sms
– «I accept the terms and conditions of the User Agreement» button ?
– pop-ups and use (continuance of use) of a website ?
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Reproduction and Identification
• Reproduction of contract contents
– allow users to print and save Terms of Use
– include a link or attach Terms of Use to registration confirmation

• Identification of users
– do I now have to request user names, ID and contact details
to comply with new Civil Code rules?
– note special identification requirements for messaging apps
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Minors and Foreign Citizens
• Minors
– do I need guardian’s consent?
– feedback mechanism for guardians
– note age rating requirements: 0+, 6+, 12+, 16+, 18+

• Foreign citizens
– Terms of Use in local language?
– Governing law vs. local consumer protection laws
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Russian Privacy Law Considerations
• Key requirements
– publication of privacy policy on a website
– registration with the Russian DPA (Roskomnadzor) as data operator
– storage of Russian citizens’ data on servers located in Russia

• Consent for data processing
– define data collection goals in the Terms of Use (then you do not need separate
consent)
– use of data for other goals requires separate consent (may be obtained by email
or in a pop-up window)
– processing of sensitive and biometric data requires wet-ink consent
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Cross-Border Transfer of Personal Data
• Cross-border transfer of personal data
– “safe” countries: e.g. Australia, Canada, Singapore, Chile
– “non-safe” countries: e.g. Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, China, USA

• Transfer of data to “non-safe” countries
– to perform a contract (Terms of Use counts!)
– based on wet-ink consent

• What about GDPR?
– if the service is directed or adapted for users from the EU, the requirements of GDPR
may be applicable
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Russian Consumer Protection Law Considerations
• Key requirements
– a service must provide the possibility of cash payments and payments via national
payment systems (MIR)
– you are not allowed to condition the sale of any goods or services on the purchase of
other goods or services
– terms and conditions impairing the consumer's rights are prohibited
– limitation of the service provider’s liability as compared to Consumer Protection Law
(e.g., limitation of liability for the unavailability of the service or accuracy of information)
is prohibited

• Requirements of the Consumer Protection Law do not apply to relations with
users under agreements with no consideration
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Modification and Termination of User Agreements
• Best practices
– indicate the date of each version of Terms of Use and provide access to previous versions
– notify users about significant amendments (can I rely on the provisions on the right to modify the
terms of use at any time?)
– provide users with an opportunity to opt-out easily and at no cost if a user agreement is significantly
amended

• Termination of user agreements
– allow user to withdraw from a user agreement at any time
and request deletion of the account
– provide for the right of the service operator to unilaterally
terminate a user agreement at any time for any and/or no reason
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CLE Credit Information
• CLE credit is pending in CA, FL, IL, NJ (via reciprocity), NY, PA, TX, and
VA.
– If you registered noting that you need CLE, the code will be announced now.
– Please save this number; you will be asked to provide this code in a survey immediately
following the presentation today, which will generate once you exit the WebEx
application. Please be sure to take the survey and apply the code where necessary in
order to receive credit. This survey will also ask for the state(s) you would like to receive
credit for and your bar ID number(s). You will need this to receive a Certificate of
Attendance. You will be contacted within 30-60 days by our CLE administrative team.
We will process your CLE credits for states where this program has been approved.
– Questions? Please email Erik Scott at erik.scott@morganlewis.com
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Q&A
Thank you for participating in the 2019 Technology May-rathon with us.
We would be pleased to answer your questions.
The Q&A tab is located near the bottom right hand side of your screen; choose “All
Panelists” before clicking “Send.”
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Morgan Lewis Technology May-rathon 2019

A full listing and of our tech May-rathon programs can be found at
https://www.morganlewis.com/topics/technology-may-rathon
Please be sure to tweet #TechMayRathon
Thank you.
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Biography

Anastasia Dergacheva

Moscow
T
+7.495.212.2516
F
+7.495.212.2400

Anastasia Dergacheva counsels major Russian and international
companies across multiple industries, including
telecommunications, media and entertainment, and technology.
Anastasia’s practice focuses on mergers and acquisitions,
licensing, outsourcing, and general commercial transactions.
Anastasia also advises clients on various regulatory aspects of
mass media, IT business, ecommerce, and data transfers. As a
part of her pro bono practice, Anastasia regularly counsels
charities and individuals on various aspects of nonprofit laws.
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Biography

Ksenia Andreeva

Moscow
T
+7.495.212.2527
F
+7.495.212.2400

Ksenia Andreeva specializes in intellectual property (IP) matters. She advises on a wide
range of transactional, regulatory, and commercial IP matters as well as disputes and
enforcement of IP rights. Ksenia is a registered trademark lawyer and is admitted to
represent clients before the Russian Patent and Trademark Office (Rospatent). She also
has experience with IP disputes in the Chamber for Patent and Disputes and the
Russian commercial courts. Her clients include companies in media, technology,
telecommunications, and many other industries.
Ksenia has experience with licensing, franchising, and handling commercial transactions
that involve IP, including complex outsourcing matters. She also assists with the IP
aspects of mergers, acquisitions, and joint ventures and advises on personal data
protection and related regulatory matters. Recently, she focused on the use and
protection of IP in websites and online commerce and on compliance with Russian laws
and regulations that govern the Internet.
Ksenia is a member of the Licensing Executives Society of Russia, the Association of
European Businesses, and the Chamber of Patent Attorneys. Prior to joining Morgan
Lewis, she worked in the IP practice of another international law firm in Moscow.
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Our Global Reach
Africa
Asia Pacific
Europe

Latin America
Middle East
North America

Our Locations
Abu Dhabi
Almaty
Beijing*
Boston
Brussels
Century City
Chicago
Dallas
Dubai
Frankfurt
Hartford
Hong Kong*
Houston
London
Los Angeles
Miami

Moscow
New York
Nur-Sultan
Orange County
Paris
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Princeton
San Francisco
Shanghai*
Silicon Valley
Singapore
Tokyo
Washington, DC
Wilmington

*Our Beijing and Shanghai offices operate as representative offices of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP. In Hong Kong, Morgan Lewis operates through
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, which is a separate Hong Kong general partnership registered with The Law Society of Hong Kong as a registered foreign law
firm operating in Association with Luk & Partners. Morgan Lewis Stamford LLC is a Singapore law corporation affiliated with Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP.
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Morgan, Lewis & Bockius UK LLP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales under number OC378797 and is
a law firm authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. The SRA authorisation number is 615176.
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This material is provided for your convenience and does not constitute legal advice or create an attorney-client relationship. Prior results do not guarantee similar outcomes. Attorney Advertising.
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